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Studies in Logic and Practical Reasoning

is a companion series to

Studies in Logic and the Foundations of Mathematics

The latter series has done much to record early developments in logic

This new series seeks likewise to record the development in logic 
towards issues of information, computation, and practical reasoning...

http://www.elsevier.com/inca/tree/?key=B1SLPR

Only PR volume 1 published while 148 FOM volumes

Handbook of the Logic of Argument and Inference

The Turn Towards the Practical

Edited by: D.M. Gabbay, R.H. Johnson, H.J. Ohlbach, J. Woods

498 pages ISBN 0-444-50650-0 2002

The Handbook of the Logic of Argument and Inference  is an 
authoritative reference work in a single volume, designed for the 
attention of senior undergraduates, graduate students and researchers in 
all the leading research areas concerned with the logic of practical
argument and inference

Audience: Philosophy, Computer Science and Psychology

Main questions

What is practical reasoning?

Is it relevant for information navigation?

There is a philosophical tradition where practical reasoning 
is reasoning directed towards action (as contrasted with 
reasoning directed towards arriving at belief), but this 
tradition is discarded right away (P.10)

Preface indicates that the handbook is really about PR

It should reflect the fact that the interdisciplinary approach to 
practical reasoning is not yet an accomplished fact, that it is 
currently an enterprise that we meet with in media res [sic]

It should reflect the fact that there is much common 
agreement that since classical logic was not designed as a 
logic of practical reasoning, it is not an adequate general 
theory of it

Even so, it should reflect the fact that as matters now stand, 
the research programmes in practical reasoning constitutes a 
rich and complex pluralism
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Chapter 1: Logic and Practical Reasoning

The introduction discusses 12 senses of practical reasoning, 
with special attention put at the following example:

In the game of (ice) hockey, a hat trick is achieved by a 
player scoring three consecutive goals...

But... for all practical purposes (including the triggering 
of bonus clauses in a player's contract), a hat trick is just 
three goals in a game by one and the same player, never 
mind whether he scores them consecutively...

P.10
Practical reasoning addresses all types of problems!

Chapter 11: Formal Approaches to Practical Reasoning

The conclusion discusses what kind of formal logical systems 
are suitable for the modelling of actual practical reasoning 
behaviour in computer science and artificial intelligence:

The new notion of a logical system is that of (possibly 
several) perpetual active processes of proof and 
mechanisms which indefinitely work against an infinite 
stream of incoming data...

We leave the reader with this idea...
P. 479

Practical reasoning suggests all types of solutions!

Chapter 5: Standard Logic as a Model of Reasoning...

A certain town is served by two hospitals. In the larger 
hospital about 45 babies are born each day, and in the 
smaller hospital about 15 babies are born each day

As you know, about 50% of all babies are boys...

For a period of 1 year, each hospital recorded the days on 
which more than 60% of the babies were boys

Which hospital do you think recorded more such days? 
P.191

Only 25% got the test right - but mathematics is difficult :-)   

Chapter 8: Informal Logic...

So practical reasoning is reasoning in general, including 
ordinary mathematics, but what is the role of logic?

The so-called informal logic originated as a pedagogical and
theoretical critique of philosophy courses in logic:

The student is required to master a formidable set of 
symbolic techniques and machinery, which are then with 
great difficulty and sometimes some sleight of hand 
applied to actual arguments in natural language, with a 
net result that is usually logically unilluminating

P.342

Chapter 8: Informal Logic... (continued)

... a branch of logic whose task is to develop non-formal 
standards, criteria, and procedures for the analysis, 
interpretation, evaluation, critique and construction of 
argumentation...

P.358
If we take an argument to express a possible inference then 
informal logic is simply the modelling of practical reasoning

... in situations in which formalism is illuminating, 
informal logicians employ it...

P.357
But what does “non-formal” indicate ??? 

Chapter 8: Informal Logic... (alternative explanation)

... informal logic is non-formal, because it abandons the 
notion of logical form as the key to understanding the 
structure of argument

P.359
But the notion of logical form implies the use of a formalism
- which as just mentioned were taken to be acceptable  - 
hence the “non-formal” requirement is meaningless !!!

... when a formalization works as it should, it maps an 
English structure to its logical form...

P.69
And no sign of Montague (1974) Formal Philosophy
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Key topic: A fallacy is a type of incorrect argument

The moon is made of green cheese;
therefore, you owe me $5

Nothing is better than eternal happiness;
a cheese sandwich is better than nothing;

therefore, a cheese sandwich is better than eternal happiness

What you bought yesterday, you eat today;
you bought raw meat yesterday;

therefore, you eat raw meat today
P. 81

The fallacy of accident, in Copi (1972) Introduction to Logic

Not helpful: Logic is the science of reasoning

The “pure view” of logic

Characterization of patterns of so-called pure reasoning

Corresponds to the use of logic in daily life, public debate, 
scientific works, etc. - but as the previous examples indicates 
linguistics and/or mathematics is always present

The “applied view” of logic

Reasoning applied to the inner workings of some system

For example as in “the logic of the tide” and “the logic of the 
stock market” - or “the logic of the computer”...

But many of us find the pure view incomprehensible

[Logicians like Quine (1970) Philosophy of Logic  says 
that] classical logic is not a theory of arguments... Better, 
says Quine, to regard first order logic as a filter on 
natural language whose output suffices, when 
supplemented by the appropriate empirical predicates, 
for the exact formulation of scientific theories

Such a claim, whatever its initial appeal, is done 
considerable damage, however, by the broad recognition 
that quantum physics is almost certainly not 
satisfactorily formulable in a purely extensional language

P.95

And many of us find the applied view unfortunate

Handbook of the logic of argument and inference
=

Handbook of [the [mathematical] modelling of] argument and inference

Logic should be reserved for the formal approach, which 
even differs from the (informal) mathematical approach

In preface by van Heijenoort (1967) From Frege to Gödel

“Formal logic”, too, would still be a perfectly 
appropriate name. But there is no point in searching for 
an epithet. There are no two logics...

Status

Practical reasoning is reasoning in general

Logic is mainly classical first order logic for most articles - 
when the term “logic” is reserved for the formal approach, cf.

“Federated Logic Conference” in Copenhagen 2002 with 
1181 contributing researchers from 42 countries during 
13 days...

http://floc02.diku.dk

However, in the book there are 28 pages on probability logic 
and 37 pages on interrogative logic (a reprint)... 

Chapter 10:

 Philosophical Incidence of Logic Programming

24 pages with “a personal  bird's eye view of the region” 
which “aim at an intuitive capturing of the general issues by
rather simple examples” (P.425) 

Logic programming is, without a doubt, the privileged 
melting pot for the articulate integration of 
functionalities and techniques, pertaining to the design 
and mechanization of complex systems, addressing ever 
more demanding and sophisticated computational 
abilities...

P.445
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Computational Logic – Practical Reasoning

John Harrison (Intel Corporation) specializes in the formal 
verification of floating point algorithms, i.e. log or sin

A particular algorithm was verified in a higher order logic 
using 151.008.551 instances of the following proof rules:

A=A
If A=B then B=A

If A=B and B=C then A=C

There are just 10 proof rules in total

Conclusions

Should at least relate to other books by the same publisher:

Handbook of Logic and Language

Edited by J. van Benthem & A. ter Meulen (1997)

Handbook of Automated Reasoning

Edited by A. Robinson & A. Voronkov (2001)

... one of the things that disappoints (actually, infuriates) 
informal logicians about mathematical logicians. It is 
their insistence that “ordinary reasoning” has no logic...

P.68
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